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220 THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.
Etymology we are compelled to leave un-
touched, merely noting that Mr. Wharton
is to be added to the number of those who
confuse irp66e(ris and irpdo-fleors (p. 133).1
Before concluding this notice it may be
well to explain why we condemn this at-
tempt, when no better is forthcoming and
when scientific methods confessedly yield so
imperfect results. The reason is .that making
etymologies is no more the end of scientific
philology than making new fossils is the
end of geology. New etymologies, if sound,
are welcomed, but it is not for themselves,
nor even for the laws to which they lead,
but for the proof of those laws, i.e. the reason
which underlies them. Mr. Wharton, by
many of his ingenious derivations, does give
1
 The latter at least ought to be written in English
characters as to the best of our belief it is not used by
any Greek grammarian.
some new laws, but without any attempt at
proof and in the republic of science ipse
dixits even backed by the highest reputation
are not current coin. Thus the rule that
original ' pretonic' e becomes a in Latin has
a very good prima facie case made out for it
by the examples, but no proof, and we must
moreover take it, on Mr. Wharton's assertion,
that the accent was pitch, despite all current
theories upon Latin accentuation.
All this, as well as his statement (also ex
cathedra) that the Ursprache had a ii (short
and long) and that the Urspraclve was once
spoken, bears out the hypothesis which we
mentioned at first, that Mr. Wharton belongs
to, or is founding, a different school from
that of Brugmann and Paul. If this be so,
we can only apologise once more for treating
his book according to our lights.
H. D. DAEBISHIEE.
Telegraphing among the Ancients. — This
monograph, by Mr. Augustus C. Merriam, is No. 1
of the Classical Series iii. of the Papers of the
Archaeological Institute of America. Mr. Merriam
begins by a collection of passages from poets and
prosewriters in which any system of telegraphy, by
beacons, shields, mirrors or torches, is alluded to or
described. The collection, however, is incomplete,
for the best and simplest system of transmitting
actual words is omitted. It is described by Sextus
Julius Africanus in Kea-roi c. lxxvi., and is an obvious
improvement on the method invented by Cleoxenus
and Democlitus (Polyb. x. 45). In the latter
method, each party of signallers has a board, showing
the alphabet in five columns, and the operator, by
the number of torches in his right and left hands,
indicates what letter of what column is to be read.
Africanus says that his system was used by the
Romans, though it is founded on the Greek numerical
alphabet. Set up three posts, one for units, one for
tens, and one for hundreds. The number of torches
attached to each post will indicate a numeral of
which the symbol is a letter of the alphabet. Clearly
this system could be employed more rapidly, arid
for much greater distances, than the other.
But Mr. Merriam's chief concern is with the
famous passage in the Agamemnon, 272-307, where
the fall of Troy is said to be telegraphed to Argos by
beacon-fires on the following points, viz: Ida, Lemnos,
Athos, Euboea, Messapium, Cithaeron, the Megarid
(Aegiplanctus), Arachnaeus. Mr. Merriam suggests
that this line was selected in order to convey the news
to many Greek peoples engaged in the common enter-
prise, and, though no contingent seems to have been
sent to Troy from the neighbourhood of Athos, still
the inhabitants of that mountain may have been paid
to furnish a beacon, especially as there were Cieonians
and Paeonians in the Greek host. It is a more
serious question whether such telegraphy was possible.
Solvitur navigando et ambulando. From Mt. Chigri
(1648 feet), on the mainland opposite Tenedos, both
Lemnos, 60 miles away, and Athos, 109 miles away,
are distinctly visible. The highest point of Lemnos
is at the N.W. corner (1,410 feet). Hence Athos
(6,500 feet) is very conspicuous indeed. From Athos
to Macistus (probably Kandili, ' a long line of pre-
cipitous cliffs' above Chalcis in Euboea) is 110 miles.
Could a beacon be seen at this distance 1 Mr. Merriam
cites evidence, from the officers of the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey, of which the following extract is
typical. Mr. Assistant Colonna writes : ' I have seen
from the top of Snow Mountain, in the Coast Range,
fires burning on the summit of the Sierra Nevada,
where certainly no light was of an intensity equal to
what an ordinary ten by twelve framehouse would give
if set on fire; yet the whole was plainly visible to
the naked eye at a distance of about 160 miles. I
think if you were to take a cord of well-seasoned pine
wood, and pile it into pens so that it would burn with
a good draught, you would have a blaze that could
be seen at night, in fair-seeing weather, with the
naked eye, 200 miles or over, provided the wind did
not blow from the fire to you.' The evidence from
mirror-flashing is still more precise and convincing.
The ensuing stages are easier. From Macistus to
Messapium (3,392 feet) is fifteen miles: thence to
Cithaeron (4,620 feet) is twenty-six miles. Mr.
Merriam identifies the Gorgopian lake with a small
lake called Mavrolimne ' on the coast exactly between
Bisa and Cithaeron' (Meliarakes, Geogr. of Argolis
and Corinthia, p. 133, is cited as authority), but he is
uncertain whether Aegiplanctus ought to be identified
with Mt. Bisa (3,465 feet) or with Mt. Geranea
(4,490 feet). From hence to Arachnaeus is twenty-
six miles, with very high cliffs between, and from
Arachnaeus to Argos fifteen miles. It is suggested
that the zigzag line from Cithaeron to Argos was
that actually used by the Athenians in B.C. 459 when
they were in alliance with Argos but hostile to
Corinth, so that the latter country could not be used.
J. G.
Ferguson's Aid to* Greek at Sight. Pp. 360.
Chicago, 1890.
THE author gives long lists of words to be committed
to memory. Such a method is cumbersome, mechani-
cal, and of questionable helpfulness. The second
part of the book groups related words, and would be
more useful to a student than the first part. The
work could be used to advantage by those who have
